For all their sabre-rattling against religion, Enlightenment thinkers saw Christianity as the standard of civilised behaviour and norm of all religion. In effect, they further naturalised the natural law theory of medieval Christianity which had always been vague in the sense of never precisely defined, yet also highly specific in being a universalising of Christian norms as the standard for human behaviour. Islam remained the antithesis to Christianity. Thus, in Les Ruines, Volney announced that "Mohammad succeeded in building a political and theological empire at the expense of those of Moses and Jesus' vicars." Or, in the scene where he has an imam speaking about "the law of Mohammad", "God has established Mohammad as his minister on earth; he has handed over the world to him to subdue with the sabre those who refuse to believe in his law." Volney described Muhammad as the "apostle of a merciful God who preaches nothing but murder and carnage," the spirit of intolerance and exclusiveness that "shocks every notion of justice". While Christianity might be irrational, Volney declared that it was gentle and compassionate but Islam had a contempt for science -a truly bizarre claim since Volney himself, and all his fellow 
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Comments:
If you travel to Britain you will see fortresses that instruction booklets distributed for visitors will tell you the fortress has a "roman architecture (traces)". If you travel to Rome, you will see the "original" architectural structures and you know why the fortress in Britain was called having roman architectural designs in it.
Let's do this practice with Islam. Take the Islamic architectural designs and trends around the world and go to Arabia and try to find any "original" structure that remotely resembles them. You will find none. But go to Iran and you will find the "original" architectural structures from the ruins of Parthian (247 bc-224 ad) and Sassanian (245-651 ad) dynasties. Then why do we call it "Islamic" Architectures?
Find a museum with "Islamic Art" exhibition and pay particular attention to the national origin of the artists. You will find more than 80% of them have Iranian national origin. Then why do we call it What Atzmon describes in the prelude is also the shrouded arrogance of monotheism that subliminally is crushing the very idea that humans are capable of "creating" a spiritual value system without needing help from beyond the clouds. Monotheism's greatest crime was to kill internal deity of humans and taking the very idea of 'compassionate guide' out of human mind and heart and hide it behind the clouds and turning humans into soulless pieces of warm meat. And that is why monotheists have such an easy time justifying killing other humans. 'Culture' is the collective and consented expression of moral autonomy of a particular community.
There has been two particular ethnic groups who historically have insisted on destroying cultural identity of their conquered communities with a vengeance, the Arabians and the Turks. The constitution in Turkey does not even recognize 'ethnic' identities of its citizens, the Ionians, the Lydians, the Greeks, the Armenians, the Kurds, ... , while the ethnic Turks constitutes only a few percent of the population, holed up in the military. While "insulting Turkishness" is illegal in Turkey, the non Arab Egyptians are terrified to even think about taking the word "Arab" off the name of their Why do you think Arabians' 'synthesizing' other civilizations results in a "gem" but west's borrowing some from other civilizations is despicable? How could you a few lines later say: "Sharing knowledge for the benefit of mankind is paramount in Islam" and "a tenet of Islam is universal brotherhood"? How could you say "Arabic was simply the lingua franca .." while Arabians pulled the tongues of their conquered subjects and cut them in public for the first one hundred years if the subjects could not speak Arabic. It is absurd to pretend that cultures with many thousands of years of more experienced sophistication volunteered to give up their highly trained languages in favor of a language with no recorded history in applied sociology, literature, or sciences.
